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⃣ Using layers
⃣ Layer masks (using layer masks as opposed to the eraser tool)
⃣ Inverting a mask
⃣ Clone tool
⃣ Healing brush tool
⃣ Non destructive editing.
⃣ The brush tool and using a soft vs hard brush
⃣ Creating a stamp visible layer
⃣ Making selections using the pen tool and creating paths.
⃣ Feathering your selection
⃣ Adding one selection to another, subtracting one selection from another and inverting a 

selection.
⃣ Copying and pasting selections
⃣ Curves and understanding the red, green and blue channels.
⃣ Using curves to correct white balance and exposure
⃣ Creating contrast with an S curve
⃣ Adjustment layers 
⃣ Layer blending modes (especially lighten, screen, soft light, overlay, multiply and darken).
⃣ Creating contrast with the black and white adjustment layer.
⃣ Sharpening your image using the high pass filter.
⃣ Transforming in warp mode
⃣ Liquify
⃣ Dust and scratches (useful for cleaning studio floors)
⃣ How to soften mask edges.
⃣ Clone and healing brush tool blending modes (especially darken and lighten).
⃣ The history brush tool
⃣ Dodge and burn (preferably a method using curves)
⃣ Using hue and saturation to correct skin tones- specifically the reds.
⃣ Using the eyedropper and the point sampler tools to match colors across various parts of an 

image by creating and matching points on the RGB channels in a curve.
⃣ Channels and making selections using channels
⃣ Using the dodge and burn tools to refine masks
⃣ Using color range to make quick selections (using the pen tool and channels are the 

preferred/most accurate methods in most situations).
⃣ Select and Mask (used to be refine edge for older versions of PS)
⃣ Creating custom brushes
⃣ Frequency separation
⃣ Texture grafting with frequency separation.
⃣ Fixing color burn using channel mixer


